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The philosophy of mathematics is the branch of philosophy that studies the assumptions, foundations, and
implications of mathematics, and purports to provide a viewpoint of the nature and methodology of
mathematics, and to understand the place of mathematics in people's lives. The logical and structural nature
of mathematics itself makes this study both broad and unique among its philosophical ...
Philosophy of mathematics - Wikipedia
Modal realism is the view propounded by David Kellogg Lewis that all possible worlds are real in the same
way as is the actual world: they are "of a kind with this world of ours." It is based on the following tenets:
possible worlds exist; possible worlds are not different in kind from the actual world; possible worlds are
irreducible entities; the term actual in actual world is indexical, i.e ...
Modal realism - Wikipedia
Ivan V Ivanov, Shandong University, China, School of Philosophy and Social Development, Faculty Member.
Studies Philosophy of Mind, Metaphysics, and Consciousness. I work in philosophy of mind and philosophy
of perception. In my doctoral thesis, I
Ivan V Ivanov | Shandong University, China - Academia.edu
Modality, Metaphysics, and Method Boris Kment Since the modal turn of the 1960â€™s and 1970â€™s,
modality has played a central role in metaphysical theories about numerous topics.
Modality, Metaphysics, and Method | Boris Kment - Academia.edu
Forthcoming in Disputatio.On the metaphysics of virtual reality. I defend a sort of virtual realism and virtual
digitalism (on which virtual objects are real digital objects) over virtual irrealism and virtual fictionalism (where
virtual objects are fictional objects).
papers on AI and computation - David Chalmers
Descartes on the Formal Reality, Objective Reality, and Material Falsity of Ideas: Realism through
Constructivism?
Descartes on the Formal Reality, Objective Reality, and
Die Philosophie der Mathematik ist ein Bereich der theoretischen Philosophie, der anstrebt,
Voraussetzungen, Gegenstand, Methode und Natur der Mathematik zu verstehen und zu erklÃ¤ren.
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